


ASAI
BANGKOK
CHINATOWN

Comfy
20 SQM.| Good for 2 | 136 rooms 
Courtyard / City view
Roomy 
23 SQM.| Good for 3 | 84 rooms
Courtyard / City view 
Biggy 
26 SQM.| Maximum 4 | 4 rooms
Courtyard view

A comfortable, fuss-free, and
functional base with local touches
and thoughtful essentials.

ASAI Hotels, a collection of locally
inspired lifestyle hotels, are your
access points to vibrant and diverse
neighbourhoods around the world,
providing inside knowledge and
personal recommendations for a
more meaningful journey. Be a local
everywhere. 

Amenities include: 
· King-size / Twin beds
· Google Chromecast
· Mini fridge 
· Kettle & service ware
· Environmentally friendly amenities
· Individually controlled
 air conditioning 
· Powerful hair dryer 
· Universal sockets
· 43" Smart LED TV
· Work desk 
· Safety box 
· Free high-speed WiFi 

Bangkok’s historic Chinatown is the
perfect spot to dive into the city’s
heritage past and bustling present.
You’ll  find legendary markets, world-
famous street food, hidden bars, art,
history, and culture. 

Around the corner and you’re on
Yaowarat Road, the main artery of
Bangkok's Chinatown. Plus, you're
within easy reach of the rest of the
city with just a minute’s walk to the
MRT station Wat Mangkon.

ASAI Bangkok Chinatown sits right
in the heart of Bangkok’s most
vibrant neighborhood, connecting
curious travellers with the local
community.  

REST 

EXPLORE

*Convertible lounge sofa (1.8 × 0.9m)
plus extra bed

https://www.tcl.com/th/th/blog/what-is-google-chromecast-and-what-can-a-chromecast-tv-do


ENERGISE

EAT

CONNECT 

Strengthen every muscle, and
re-energise your body at our
small but well-equipped gym
with courtyard view.

Open 24 hours.

Tune in to sample the flavour fusion
with neo Thai Chinese sharing bites
inspired by the neighbourhood in a
menu perfectly designed for sharing
at JAM JAM Eatery & Bar.

Your cosy living room, neighbourhood
bar, co-working area and go-to hangout
spot in one. Our transformative
Courtyard is the place that brings
communities and individuals together to
eat, work, play and connect. It’s the
perfect spot for all occasions and at the
heart of it all is our very own organic
garden.

Accommodate up to 12 people
Communal space total: 260 sqm

Seats up to 90 people

Spans up to 300 SQM.

Meeting rooms:
Two multifunctional co-working meeting 
rooms where you can get the team 
together. 
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531 Charoen Krung Rd, Pom Prap, Pom Prap Sattru Phai, Bangkok 10100 Thailand
Tel: (+66) 2220 8999 E-mail: bookasai.bct@dusit.com

www.asaihotels.com

LIVE LOCAL.


